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It has been less than a decade since Carol Koechlin, Sandi Zwaan, Valerie Diggs, and David 

Loertscher introduced us to the exciting possibilities of a school library transformed into a 

learning commons. While movement toward information commons and learning commons began 

earlier in academic settings (Heitsch and Holley, 2011), the notion has caught the imagination of 

K-12 libraries in Australia, Canada, UK as well as the US as evidenced by published narratives 

and site profiles, most notably in Teacher Librarian, that describe how individual school 

libraries have embraced the concept of a learning commons. The focus has frequently been on re-

conceptualizing physical and virtual spaces to accommodate both individuals and groups for 

projects and professional engagement. 

 

In this Year of the Learning Commons, Loertscher and Koechlin have invited all of us to assume 

leadership in transfiguring libraries and computer labs into dynamic centers of learning for the 

digital age. At this Treasure Mountain Retreat, I find myself stepping back for a moment and 

personally reflecting on what is truly central to the learning commons. In the process, I revisited 

pieces published by esteemed colleagues in our field and in the larger educational world. I 

embellished my reflections with descriptions of Hawaii-based projects with which I have been 

personally engaged in recent years. 

 

There is no question that most professionals begin thinking about a learning commons by 

considering the physical aspects of it (Loertscher & Marcoux, 2015). In speaking with school 

groups over the years about the potential of the learning commons, I often heard, “I love the 

notion of the learning commons, but I really don’t have the space or the resources right now to 

make a change.” I have visited sites where the librarians admitted that “we made spaces for 

different resource people to meet here, but they rarely do…we still operate in silos.” These types 

of responses have made me realize that the learning commons is not just about “space” or “stuff” 

although both are central elements in creating a commons. It should not be primarily about 

refurbishing or renovating existing libraries or building new structures.  

 

I believe that at the core of the commons is the importance of building a community. Broadly 

defined, a community reflects the values and forms of behavior practiced by a group. It consists 

of people, who interact socially to satisfy their needs or perform special roles.  They share a 

purpose that may be an interest or service that provides reason for the community (Stefl-Mabry 

& Lynch, 2006). In such a community, there is reciprocity of information and support among its 

members. So then, what are the values and behaviors that are inherent in a successful “commons 

community”? Importantly, it begins with asking umbrella or overarching questions like the 

following and tinkering with concepts that help to address these questions.  

 

• How is LEARNING in a learning commons unique in what it potentially offers our 

school communities?  

• What makes a learning commons, a COMMONS? 



 

In this short reflection piece, I share my thoughts on these two essential questions. 

 

How is LEARNING in a learning commons unique in what it potentially offers our school 

communities? 

 

Ken Robinson and Lou Aronica do not specifically refer to the learning commons in their book, 

Creative Schools: Revolutionizing Education from the Ground Up (2015); however, the tenets 

that they put forth as foundational to transforming schools are exactly the beliefs that should 

drive a learning commons. One belief centers on cultural understandings. As the world becomes 

more crowded and connected, learning in the commons should help students understand their 

own cultures, appreciate other cultures, and promote a sense of cultural tolerance and 

coexistence (Robinson & Aronica, 2015).  

 

A powerful example of cultural connections is Mālama Honua (Hawaiian for “to care for our 

Earth”), a community-wide initiative currently underway in Hawaii. The project that was 

launched in 2014 and extends through 2017 involves two voyaging canoes that are sailing across 

the world’s oceans “to join and grow the global movement toward a sustainable world” 

(http://www.hokulea.com/worldwide-voyage/). The founders from the Polynesian Voyaging 

Society state the reasons for this enterprise thusly 

Living on an island chain teaches us that our natural world is a gift with limits and that 

we must carefully steward this gift if we are to survive together. As we work to protect 

cultural and environmental resources for our children’s future, our Pacific voyaging 

traditions teach us to venture beyond the horizon to connect and learn with others. The 

voyage is a means by which we now engage all of Island Earth—bridging traditional and 

new technologies to live sustainably, while sharing, learning, creating global 

relationships, and discovering the wonders of this precious place we all call home. 

(http://www.hokulea.com/worldwide-voyage/) 

 

Mālama Honua provides a rare opportunity for students to keep in virtual contact with the sailing 

vessels as the crews, guided by the stars, wind, and currents as well as by modern day 

technological tools, sail 47,000 nautical miles and visit 26 countries over three years. Libraries 

become centers where STEM activities inspired by Mālama Honua take root. Librarians 

introduce a range of primary resources and online information in disciplines ranging from 

environmental and ocean sciences to plant biology and engineering design. The libraries 

frequently become makerspaces for student projects such as tracking the voyage using interactive 

tools and learning fundamentals of navigation on the open sea, practicing the ancient art of 

cordage for sailing vessels using fibers from the coconut and hau (sea hibiscus) trees, and 

creating star compasses that are mental constructs for traditional navigation. Past and present 

come together in these types of learning experiences; they awaken in students an appreciation for 

their heritage and the importance of assuming responsibility in keeping this legacy alive. 

 

Robinson and Aronica (2015) also make a compelling case for learning that involves personal 

engagement with the worlds both within and around us. They state that education should enable 

young people to interact thoughtfully and meaningfully with two worlds: the world around them 

that deals with events, objects, and other people, and the world within themselves. The latter 



recognizes that all students are individuals with their own hopes, talents, passions, and fears. By 

focusing almost entirely on the world around us, the authors contend that traditional schooling 

results in students being disengaged and bored. Dan Siegel (2010), Director of Mindsight 

Institute, emphasizes the importance of self-reflection to help us understand our inner lives. His 

work is based on the confluence of neuroscience and cognitive science in comprehending the 

internal working of our own minds. I believe that a successful learning commons recognizes the 

need for constant interactions between these two worlds, particularly the inner world. It’s what 

David Perkins and colleagues refer to as not just doing, but reflecting on the doing (Perkins, Jay, 

& Tishman, 1993). 

 

 In the IMLS-funded PEARL initiative in Hawaii, we focused on high school students creating 

capstone inquiry projects under the collaborative mentorship of teachers and librarians (Harada 

& Ogawa, 2013). The libraries served as critical meeting and conferencing centers in the 

participating schools. Throughout the process of experimentation, drafting, and retooling, 

critiquing and self-reflection were paramount. Students were constantly examining how their 

own dispositions toward learning were being impacted by their capstone experiences. From 

interviews with these teen-agers, it was clear that they discovered not only deeper knowledge of 

the disciplines involved in the projects they undertook, but equally compelling were their 

statements about inner growth through the process.  

 

Kevin on being persistent: 

I was constantly plagued with technical issues every step of the way. This occasionally 

took a toll on my motivation to complete my work. Enduring the challenges taught me 

about perseverance and I also realized that delaying the need for instant gratification 

reaped a greater reward at the end. 

 

Jennifer on vulnerability as part of the learning process: 

It was all right to be vulnerable and naive. I was exposed to so many new ideas and 

experiences. I truly felt like I was five years old again in a foreign world. However, with 

resilience and a desire to learn, I witnessed my personal growth. 

 

Heather on empowerment: 

The project gave me the unique opportunity to take charge of my own education. That 

freedom made it fun to explore. At the same time, the freedom was the most challenging 

part of the process. At first, I was almost paralyzed with indecision because I wanted to 

pick the ‘right path’ for my project. Once I realized that there was no ‘right’ way, I was 

able to enjoy trying different things and learning from both my successes and my failures. 

In short, the most rewarding part was the freedom to learn in a real-world setting. 

 

More than anywhere else in a school setting, the learning commons has the potential of bringing 

into education the most natural way that people of all ages learn: through play. Peter Gray (2013) 

takes a biological evolutionary perspective on how play allows us to solve problems, overcome 

our fears, and take control of our lives. He states, “It is the primary means by which children 

practice and acquire the physical and intellectual skills that are essential for success in the culture 

in which they are growing” (referenced in Robinson & Aronson, 2015, 96). Lois Hetland (2013), 

who has worked with Harvard University’s Project Zero, adds that deep understanding is the 



capacity to use what you know flexibly in response to novel circumstances. She indicates that 

teaching thinking skills, such as logical approaches to problem solving, are skills frequently 

taught in isolation and are rarely transferred to new contexts. Her colleagues at Project Zero 

(Perkins, Jay, & Tishman, 1993) stress the importance of attitudes that motivate and connect 

thinking to purpose in playful learning. Hetland (2013) elaborates 

I’ve seen kindergartners play with ‘how many ways’ they can alter cardboard in an art 

project, high school students play with mirrors and lenses in ‘what if’ scenarios in 

science, and middle school students role-playing with a partner, with one speaking as the 

viewer of the work and the other speaking from the work’s point of view. Playful! When 

we relax, we see novel possibilities to explore and develop. (69) 

 

I believe the learning commons that creates a playground for conversation and experimentation 

generates the curiosity and zest that are essential for learning through inquiry. The uTEC (Using, 

Tinkering, Experimenting, and Creating) Maker Model introduced by Loertscher, Leslie Preddy, 

and Bill Derry (2013) is a construct that perfectly captures the essence of playful learning. For 

this reason, the makerspace model fits beautifully in the learning commons. The model 

visualizes the developmental stages that creative learners experience from tinkering with 

someone else’s creation all the way to innovating something new. It acknowledges that there are 

no straight paths in doing things, that personal interests, various technologies, and a range of 

disciplines must merge and blend, and that failures are an indispensable element in true learning. 

In short, play is a vital way “for children to make sense of the world they will inherit” (Crow & 

Robbins, 2012, 36) and the learning commons becomes a playground of the mind. 

 

What makes a learning commons, a COMMONS? 

 

Loertscher and Koechlin (2012) state that “if all the adults and students in the school participate 

in construction of both a personal and collaborative learning environment, the likelihood of 

exemplary excellence rises exponentially” (49). This notion of participative involvement is 

central to the commons. With the adoption of new knowledge media and networked learning 

opportunities, the learning commons provides 24/7 access to digital collections, online tools, and 

a Web presence making it both a physical and virtual go-to place for information and ideas 

(Beagle, 2012; Heitsch & Holley, 2011). Joette Stefl-Mabry and Barbara Lynch (2006) agree that 

these new technologies grow “knowledge communities that defy the constraints of time and 

distance as they provide access to knowledge that was once difficult, if not impossible, to obtain” 

(xii). 

 

While technology enables extraordinary opportunities for participatory experiences, the heart of 

the learning commons relies on establishing relationships. Cooperative and collaborative 

interactions between teachers and librarians form an essential tier of these relationships. In his 

Baber-funded research, Loertscher (2014) provided fresh data on the power of coteaching. When 

teachers and librarians planned and taught as teams, he reported “70% to 100% of the students 

were likely to meet or exceed the pair’s expectations using normal assessment measures” (13). In 

Project PEARL, we found teacher and librarian teams expressing similar sentiments about the 

positive effects of working together (Harada & Ogawa, 2013). For teachers, in particular, the 

contribution of the librarians was eye opening and significant. One PEARL teacher noted  



Hands down, the BEST part of this project has been the collaboration with our librarian. 

She was a tremendous support and resource. She was always willing to check out another 

source or pursue another angle or clarify a difficult idea. Working with her bumped up 

the quality of the research tremendously. There is no doubt that taking the [PEARL] 

training as a team made the research process much more productive for all of us. We had 

a clearer picture of the sequence of the process and definitely had a better handle on how 

to work with our students on foci of their projects. The academic and personal support 

that I received from our librarian created a vehicle for my own growth as a writer and as 

a teacher.   

 

Librarians, of course, are not the only “specials” on campus. There are curriculum coordinators, 

literacy coaches, STEM resource teachers, math tutors, and technology mentors just to suggest 

the rich powerhouse of human resources available. The learning commons creates a fertile hub 

for guided inquiry where resource teams can leverage different competencies and knowledge to 

support students in meeting their learning goals. Importantly, the extended notion of teams 

embraces the larger community. As Carol Kuhlthau and Leslie Maniotes (2010) point out, 

“personnel from museums, zoos, historical sites, and nature parks offer a wealth of information 

that is often overlooked or misused” (19).  

 

A critical facet of the previously mentioned Mālama Honua enterprise is bringing stakeholders 

from the larger community together. The ideal gathering place for this initiative has been the 

library. Last fall, for example, an elementary school library hosted a Wa‘a (canoe-voyaging) talk 

that brought together faculty representatives from various public and private schools in Hawaii to 

share activities and exchange insights resulting from this unique experience. Teachers from 

Tahiti also participated via Google Hangout. The meeting involved elders from the Hawaiian 

community with deep knowledge of traditional voyaging as well as scientists from the University 

of Hawaii’s National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration. 

 

Central to the notion of the commons is facilitating connections that enable students to network 

and interact in both physical and virtual spaces. In the capstone PEARL projects, we clearly saw 

walls vanishing between classrooms, labs, and libraries. As students selected personally relevant 

research dealing with real-world issues, they transcended the boundaries that conventionally 

separated schools from the rest of the world. The students frequently singled out the school 

librarian as the “coordinator,” “facilitator,” and “connector” helping them to identify potential 

project mentors in the larger community. This vital form of outreach included finding human 

resources for students from private enterprises, nonprofit agencies, and university research 

centers. To cite three examples from PEARL: 

 

• For a team project on the topographic data analysis of the Gale Crater (an impact crater 

on Mars), the librarian connected the three students with scientists at the Hawaii Institute 

of Geophysics and Planetology and the Hawaii Space Grant Consortium. When the 

students were invited to present their findings in Japan, she accompanied them on the 

trip.  

• In another school, the students created an Eco Team promoting the use of photovoltaic 

systems. The two school librarians served as the team’s advisors assisting the students in 

planning a Sustainable Sun Day that would be hosted in the library. The event involved 



presenters from local companies and government agencies focusing on a greener and 

more sustainable energy future.  

• In our final example, a student chose to redesign the art classroom in his high school. 

Working with his project teacher and the librarian, he was able to secure experts from a 

local architectural firm as well as a retired art professor to provide him with valuable 

design considerations.  

 

Importantly, the libraries in the PEARL initiative became the display and demonstration 

centers for final projects. Community members as well as faculty served as judges, and 

underclassmen attending the event gained valuable exposure to capstone work. In several 

instances, this led to senior students mentoring their junior colleagues, who were inspired to 

undertake similar projects. 

 

Leaning into the tension that is the unknown 

 

I borrowed the above phrase from Shannon Hyman (2014, 18) in bringing this reflection to a 

close. It captures the sense of adventure, risk, and discovery embodied by communities where 

learning is personal and connected, and where everyone is involved in the business of building 

knowledge and not simply consuming it (Stefl-Mabry and Lynch, 2006). At the core of the 

learning commons is the recognition that schools should be leveling fields where we 

acknowledge and encourage talents in all youngsters and where we fuel their passions. Big Think 

conversations should be daily occurrences where “what if” and “why not” are the questions 

driving curious minds that accept failing as a powerful part of learning. 

 

In one his articles, noted systems scientist Peter Senge (2012) described a 12-year-old girl named 

Anneliese, who spoke before an adult audience in St. Louis about a wind turbine that she and her 

peers had built. She ended her impressive presentation with an impassioned challenge to her 

audience 

We children are often hearing [from adults] that ‘You children are the future.’ We don’t 

agree with that. We don’t have that much time. We need to make changes now. We kids 

are ready, are you? (49) 

 

Are we ready? 
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